Milan

Meeting/Training Tables and Seating

The Milan Bistro collection is the perfect solution for break rooms, cafeterias, dining areas and anywhere that you need a place to meet and eat! A large variety of top options designed to match other HPFi® furnishings combined with heavy duty steel bases create an ideal environment - seated or standing! Combine with Milan Bistro Seating and you will have an instant reception area or sidewalk cafe.
Matrix

Meeting Tables

Matrix tables are HPFi’s answer to the need for “touchdown spaces.” They offer a place to read and respond to emails, texts, social media and voice mail. They also provide meeting space for teams to gather and collaborate on projects. We are often on the move and the technology of our mobile devices allows us to take our work along. Matrix will be there when you land.

Bedford

Meeting Tables

Bedford offers the most extensive range of traditional tops with round, rectangular and octagonal shapes with square, straight and Queen Anne pedestal bases. Coordinating bookcases and wall units include crown molding with traditional details.

An expandable version of Bedford allows you to extend your table size in 48” increments as the need for meeting space increases. Expandable Bedford tables feature a cross grain laminate pattern versus length-wise grain pattern.

Bedford Finishes

M Mahogany  WC Windsor Cherry

MWCR8842P  MSUTC836  MBWTS636
Hyperwork

Conference Furnishings

As on all Hyperwork casegoods and Educational furnishings, Hyperwork conference furnishings feature high durability AdvantEdge 3mm PVC edge banding. AdvantEdge provides an increased impact resistance for long-lasting beauty and performance.

Expandable Hyperwork tables allow you to extend table size in 48” increments as the need for meeting space grows. Expandable Hyperwork tables feature a cross-grain pattern on woodgrain laminates to eliminate matching issues with table top add-ons.
Training Tables

Clique Duality
Fixed leg training tables provide maximum flexibility, versatility and a modern aesthetic. Multiple shapes and sizes allow for almost unlimited configurations.

Clique Specifications:
- 1 1/8” thermally fused laminate tops are offered in a broad palette with matching 3mm edge banding
- 2” fixed, black metal legs
- Choose tops with leveling glides or locking casters or a combination of both
- Optional 8” satin acrylic modesty panel (for rectangular tables only)
- Metallic silver square and disc style base with 3” round steel column and leveling glides.
- Available in occasional, desk, dining and bar heights and with three base diameters.

Duality tables feature a tilting top that allows tables to be nested for ease of movement and compact storage. Pull them out and set up when needed, tuck them away when the meeting is over.

Duality Specifications:
- Flip-top for easy storage
- Die cast flip mechanism engaged with single release point
- 1” thermal fused laminate tops with matching 3mm edge banding
- Steel in-line nesting, double tube legs available in Silver as standard
- Includes 4 casters - 2 locking
- Table height of 29”
- Available in 48”, 60” or 72” widths with a choice of 24” or 30” depth
- Steel support beam standard on 60” and 72” width tops
- Laminate modesty panel available
- Some assembly required

Vitality

Meeting Tables

Vitality tables feature both round and rectangular tops with varying base options. They are perfect for adding small meeting space to private offices where Vitality casegoods are installed.

Vitality Finishes

Mahogany
Windsor Cherry

Atlas

Conference Furnishings

Atlas features unique multistep reed-style AdvantEdge banding to coordinate with Atlas casegoods in private and/or shared office space.
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